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Self-propulsion and navigation due to the sensing of environmental conditions — such as durotaxis
and chemotaxis — are remarkable properties of biological cells that cannot be modeled by single-
component self-propelled particles. Therefore, we introduce and study “flexocytes”, deformable
vesicles with enclosed attached self-propelled pushing and pulling filaments that align due to steric
and membrane-mediated interactions. Using computer simulations in two dimensions, we show that
the membrane deforms under the propulsion forces and forms shapes mimicking motile biological
cells, such as keratocytes and neutrophils. When interacting with walls or with interfaces between
different substrates, the internal structure of a flexocyte reorganizes, resulting in a preferred angle
of reflection or deflection, respectively. We predict a correlation between motility patterns, shapes,
characteristics of the internal forces, and the response to micropatterned substrates and external
stimuli. We propose that engineered flexocytes with desired mechanosensitive capabilities enable
the construction of soft-matter microbots.
I. INTRODUCTION
In active soft matter, collective behavior of many sim-
ple mesoscopic agents can lead to complex structure and
dynamics. Examples are self-organization of active gran-
ular matter [1, 2], clustering of self-propelled colloidal
particles [3], vorticity in motility assays of microtubules
[4], and the dance of topological defects in active nemat-
ics [5]. Living systems, such as motile cells, cell aggre-
gates, and groups of ants carrying cargo, employ sim-
ilar principles of active self-organization. In addition,
they show sensing capability and can process mechani-
cal stimuli, such as chemotaxis for neutrophils [6] and
mechanosensitivity for epithelial cells [7], which are of-
ten essential for biological function. Self-organization of
force-generating units is underlying motility and sensing
of biological cells [8] and of cellular aggregates [9], and
turbulent motion in bacterial colonies [10]. This raises
the question about the minimal complexity required to
equip physical model systems with sensitivity. The simi-
larities of the behavior of synthetic and biological systems
call for a unified description of the underlying physical
mechanisms of self-organization, mechanosensing, and re-
activity.
Biological cells are model systems where self-
organization of the internal active processes has been
studied in detail experimentally [11]. Motility is con-
trolled mainly by actin polymerization and actomyosin
contractility [12, 13]; it is challenging to study theoreti-
cally, because of the large length-scale gap between sin-
gle filaments and entire cells. Therefore, generic contin-
uum models have been developed to predict cell shape
and motility on homogenous substrates [12, 14–17], on
striped substrates substrates and at interfaces [18–20], as
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well as for cell-cell collisions [21]. Alternative continuum
models with governing equations derived from the fila-
mentous microstructure have been employed to include
details of the cytoskeletal organisation [19, 22]. Models
with explicit filaments have been used to study specific
biological processes, such as filopodia formation [23] and
lamellipodial waves [24, 25].
Many self-organized machineries constructed from var-
ious active and passive components inherently include
regulation and sensing capability. The internal com-
ponents react differently to stimuli and the machinery
can therefore process external information. The inter-
play between active and spatial self-organization can be
found in biological cells and engineered colloidal systems,
as well as in biological or artificial systems on signifi-
cantly larger length scales. For example, diffusiophoretic
Janus colloids form spinning superstructures that can au-
tonomously regulate themselves [26], groups of ants col-
lectively carry a large cargo to their nest [27], and mi-
crobots in deformable mobile confinement [28] demon-
strate complex responses to environmental cues.
Here, we introduce self-propelled “flexocytes”, a mini-
mal model system to study the motility of mechanosensi-
tive active vesicles based on self-organization of explicit
protrusion and retraction forces. The model consists
of active filaments in vesicles pulling or pushing on the
membrane, and is suitable for single-agent and multi-
agent simulations. We perform Brownian dynamics sim-
ulations for this system in the overdamped regime to
model substrate friction and internal noise. We find that
the filaments in the flexocytes self-organize to reproduce
cellular shapes and motility patterns, giving rise to dy-
namical phase transitions. Furthermore, we show that
explicit pulling forces are sufficient to recover behavior of
keratocytes: such flexocytes are reflected at walls and de-
flected at friction interfaces. Motility in our simulations
is subject to noise. Interestingly, additional explicit push-
ing forces lead to less persistent motion, induce trapping
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2at walls, and reduce the deflection at interfaces. There-
fore, we propose “scattering” at walls and interfaces as
an approach to probe the internal dynamics and feedback
loop of reactive self-propelled particles.
II. METHODS
We study self-propelled rod-like filaments attached to
semiflexible membrane rings two-dimensional systems us-
ing Brownian dynamics simulations. The attachment is
either in the direction of the propulsion for pushing fil-
aments or in the opposite direction for pulling filaments
[29].
A. FILAMENTS
The system consists of Nr rod-like filaments with
length Lr, where each filament consists of nr beads. The
filaments are characterized by their center-of-mass po-
sitions rr,i, their orientation angles θr,i with respect to
the x axis, their center-of-mass velocities vr,i, and their
angular velocities ωr,i [30]. Filament positions and ori-
entations are initialized randomly along the membrane,
with the only constraint that filaments and membrane
cannot overlap.
Filament-filament and filament-membrane interactions
are modeled by the repulsive separation-shifted Lennard-
Jones (SSLJ) potential for the bead-bead interaction [30]
φ(r) =
4
[(
σ2
α2+r2
)6
−
(
σ2
α2+r2
)3]
+ φ0 r ≤ rcut
0 r > rcut
,
(1)
where r is the distance between two beads, α charac-
terizes the capping of the potential, and φ0 shifts the
potential to avoid a discontinuity at r = rcut. The
length α =
√
21/3σ2 − r2cut is calculated by requiring
the potential minimum to be at rcut = 2.5σ. Hence
Er = φ(0)−φ(rcut) is the potential energy barrier. Once
Er has been set, we obtain  = α
12E/(α12−4α6σ6+4σ12).
Neighbouring beads overlap by rcut, such that the friction
for filament-filament sliding is small and no interlocking
occurs [29].
The Pe´clet number Pe quantifies the strength of the
self-propulsion force of the filaments. It is defined as
ratio between propulsion force and thermal forces acting
on the filaments,
Pe =
Lr|Fp|
kBT
. (2)
B. MEMBRANE
The membrane ring is characterized by its equilibrium
radius Rm, bending rigidity κ, target area piR
2
m, com-
pression modulus kA, and perimeter-length compression
modulus kS. It is discretized into nb beads that are sep-
arated from each other by a distance 0.2rcut, such that
the membrane is smooth and the friction between the
filaments and the membrane is minimal [29].
The membrane beads are connected by harmonic
bonds with spring constant kS and rest length lm =
2Rm sin (pi/nb). The total stretching energy
ES =
kS
2
nb−1∑
i=0
(|Ri| − lm)2 (3)
thus controls both bond length and total contour length.
Here, Ri = ri+1 − ri is the bond vector from monomer i
to monomer i+ 1. In our simulations, kS is chosen suffi-
ciently large to prevent changes of the membrane perime-
ter that are larger than 5%.
The bending energy [31]
EB =
κ
lm
nb−1∑
i=0
(
1− Ri ·Ri+1|Ri||Ri+1|
)
. (4)
controls membrane shape and deformations. Here, κ is
bending rigidity.
The area-compression energy
EA = −kA
2
(
nb−1∑
i=0
Ai − piR2m
)2
(5)
controls the area enclosed by the membrane. Here, kA is
the bulk modulus and Am is the membrane target area.
The area Ai of triangle i is
Ai =
1
2
|ri × (ri+1 − ri)| = 1
2
|ri × ri+1| , (6)
calculated using the position vectors ri and ri+1 for the
membrane beads i and i+ 1, respectively.
C. FILAMENT-MEMBRANE INTERACTION
Filaments and membrane interact sterically via the
SSLJ potential with a large energy barrier Erm, such that
the filaments cannot exit the membrane ring for all con-
sidered propulsion forces. The filaments are attached to
the membrane with their first bead, see Fig.1. The at-
tachment is modeled via a harmonic-spring potential
φatt(r) =
{
1
2kH (r − bH)2 , r ≤ rcut
∞, r > rcut , (7)
where kH is the spring constant and bH the rest length of
the spring. This attachment controls the radial distance
between the filaments and the membrane, while still al-
lowing the filaments to slide along the membrane [29].
The direction of the propulsion force with respect to
the attachment defines whether an attached filament
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Figure 1. Schematic filament and membrane representation. a) Interaction between a pulling self-propelled filament and a
membrane. The first bead of each filament is always attached to the closest bead of the membrane via a harmonic spring. The
attachment keeps the filament close to the membrane but allows it to slide. b) Potential profile along a filament. Er is the
energy barrier and Lr the filament length. The light-blue curve represents the potential for a single bead, the dark-blue curve
the sum of the contributions for all beads.
pushes or pulls. For attached-pushing filaments, the
propulsion force points towards the membrane, while for
attached-pulling filaments, the propulsion force points
away from the membrane. Attached-pulling filaments
mutually interact bead-wise via the SSLJ potential de-
fined in Eq. (1) with an energy barrier Er,pull, and
attached-pushing filaments mutually interact with an
energy barrier Er,push. Attached-pulling and attached-
pushing filaments do not mutually interact.
D. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
Brownian dynamics simulations are employed for all
our systems. The filament velocity is decomposed into
parallel and perpendicular components for the center-of-
mass velocity, vr = vr,‖ + vr,⊥, and the angular velocity
ωr. The filament velocities are given by
vri‖ =
1
γr‖
 Nr∑
j 6=i
Fri,j‖ + Frmi‖ + Fatti‖ + ξr‖e‖ + Fp
 (8)
vri⊥ =
1
γr⊥
 Nr∑
j 6=i
Fri,j⊥ + Frmi⊥ + Fatti⊥ + ξr⊥e⊥
 (9)
ωri =
1
γrθ
 Nr∑
j 6=i
Mri,j +Mmi +Matti + ξrθeθ
 . (10)
Here, e‖ and e⊥ are unit vectors parallel and perpendic-
ular to the filament orientation, respectively, and eθ is a
vector oriented normal to the plane of filament motion.
Fp is the propulsion force for each filament. Fri,j and
Mri,j are the steric force and the torque from filament
j to filament i, and Frmi and Mrmi are the steric force
and the torque from of the membrane on filament i, re-
spectively. Fatti and Matti are the attachment force and
torque from the membrane on filament i.
The velocity of a membrane bead i is then
4vbix =
1
γs(x)
 Nr∑
j=1
Frbjx +
Nr∑
j=1
Fattjx +
2∑
j=−2
Fbbi,i−jx + ξs(x)ex + β∇Ds(x)

(11)
vbiy =
1
γs(y)
 Nr∑
j=1
Frbjy +
Nr∑
j=1
Fattjy +
2∑
j=−2
Fbbi,i−jy + ξs(y)ey + β∇Ds(y)
 ,
(12)
where Frbj is the steric force of filament j on the mem-
brane bead i, and Fbbi,i−j represents the stretching,
bending, and compression forces of the membrane bead.
The filament friction coefficients in three dimensions
are γr‖ = γ0Lr, γr⊥ = 2γr‖ and γrθ = γr‖L2r/6, and
ξr‖, ξr⊥, and ξrθ are the corresponding noise terms, re-
spectively; γs is the membrane-substrate friction, and ξs
is the corresponding noise. All noises are drawn from
Gaussian distributions with variances σ2i = 2kBTγi/δt,
such that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is fulfilled,
at equilibrium [29, 32].
For systems where the friction becomes inhomoge-
neous the Ito-Stratonovich dilemma has to be taken into
account [33, 34]. Here, we modify the Brownian dy-
namics equations by adding an extra term containing
the gradient of the diffusion coefficient β∇D(x, y), with
Ds(x, y) = kBT/γs(x, y). The value of β distinguishes
the Ito β = 1, the Stratonovich β = 1/2, and the anti-Ito
β = 0 approach. We employ the Ito approach, which
has been applied earlier for active Brownian particles in
an environment with an anisotropic friction [35], where
it has also been shown that the numerical results coin-
cide with the particle velocities measured in experiments.
If the substrate friction is independent of the position,
γs(x, y) = γs, the last term of Eqs. (11) and (12) disap-
pears because ∇Ds(x, y) = 0.
E. FRICTION INTERFACES
For flexocytes at friction interfaces, the friction inter-
face is taken to be a smoothed-out step function
γs(x) = γsl +
(γsr − γsl)
1 + exp (−b(x− xint)) , (13)
where xint is the center of the interface, γsl is the
membrane-substrate friction for x < xint, γsr is the
membrane-substrate friction for x > xint and b charac-
terizes the interface width. In our simulations, we use
xint = 0Rm, and b = 100/Rm, which corresponds to an
interface width wint ≈ 0.1Rm; thus the interface is essen-
tially discontinuous on the scale of the flexocyte.
F. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
The flexocytes enclose Nr,push = Nr,pull = 16, 40 and
64 pushing and pulling filaments with Pe´clet numbers
Pe = 10, 25, 50 and 100. Each rod-like filament consists
of nr = 9 beads. The membrane ring with radius Rm =
2.8Lr consists of nb = 395 beads. The energy barrier for
filament-membrane interaction is Em = 250 kBT , which
prevents the filaments from escaping from the vesicle.
The energy barrier between pulling filaments is Er,pull =
1 kBT , and between pushing filaments Er,push = 10 kBT .
Pushing and pulling filaments do not interact with each
other.
For the membrane, we employ reduced membrane-
substrate frictions γ˜s = γs/γ0 = 1, 5, 10 and 25, reduced
area compression moduli k˜A = kA/kBT/R
4
m = 1, and
100, a reduced bending rigidity κ˜ = κ/(kBTRm) = 2, and
a reduced spring constant k˜s = ks/(kBTR
2
m) = 1, 000.
The harmonic springs that attach an end bead of a fila-
ment to the nearest bead of the membrane has rest length
bH = 0.1Lr and spring constant kH = 80kBT/L
2
r .
III. RESULTS
A. FLEXOCYTE MODEL
Our study is based on a two-dimensional (2D) model
system consisting of semiflexible membrane rings, which
represent the contact line between the vesicle and the
substrate, with Nr attached pushing and pulling fila-
ments, see Fig. 2. Flexocytes of puller type have only
pulling filaments, and flexocytes of mixed type have an
equal number of pushing and of pulling filaments. The
membrane ring has an equilibrium radius Rm and is sub-
ject to a bending elasticity with rigidity κ, a target area
piR2m, an area compressibility with modulus kA, and a
perimeter-length compressibility with modulus kS. The
filaments are modeled as stiff rods of length Lr, which
are propelled along their long axis with a force FP. Pas-
sive filaments experience the frictions γr‖ parallel and γr⊥
perpendicular to their long axis, and are subject to rota-
tional diffusion with single-rod autocorrelation time τ0.
Filament length and mutual penetrability determine fila-
ment alignment. We use a high penetrability for pulling
filaments and a low penetrability for pushing filaments.
5For details, see Methods section.
In applications of such a flexocyte model to crawling
biological cells on a substrate, the membrane ring rep-
resents the contact line where the membrane detaches
from the substrate, the area the contact interface with
the substrate, and the pushing and pulling filaments actin
polymerization and actomyosin contraction, respectively.
The target area of the contact interface in cells is deter-
mined by adhesion, actin polymerization at the lamel-
lipodium, and the elastic energy of membrane and corti-
cal cytoskeleton. Filament attachment to the membrane
can be achieved via protein complexes, in which, for ex-
ample, proteins of the ERM family, formin, and myosin
play important roles [36–38]. The membrane-substrate
friction γs represents the rates of breaking and form-
ing receptor-ligand bonds at rear and front, respectively,
when the cell moves.
In the following, we present our results in terms of
the reduced membrane-substrate friction γ˜s = γs/γ0
per bead, the reduced area compression modulus k˜A =
kAR
4
m/kBT , where kBT is the thermal energy with an ef-
fective temperature T , and the filament propulsion force
characterized by the Pe´clet number Pe = |FP|Lr/kBT .
SHAPES AND MOTILITY
Flexocytes that are initialized as circular membrane
rings with randomly positioned and oriented pushing and
pulling filaments assume various stationary shapes, see
Fig. 2(a) and (b). For filament propulsion forces that are
weak compared with the membrane elastic and friction
forces, filaments that pull on the membrane rings point
toward the flexocyte centers, while filaments that push
circle along the boundaries [29], both leading to nearly
stationary quasi-circular, fluctuating “F” shapes. For
strong propulsion forces, cluster formation of filaments
deforms and propels the flexocytes. For small membrane-
substrate frictions motile flexocytes have keratocyte-like
“K” shapes with round apical (front) and flat dorsal
(rear) ends [39]. The flat dorsal ends are stabilised by
the membrane-mediated alignment of the pulling fila-
ments. For intermediate and large membrane-substrate
frictions the dorsal ends assume pointed neutrophil-like
“N” shapes [6]. The pointed dorsal ends occur for strong
membrane-substrate friction where an instability of the
distribution of the filament pulling forces induces a strong
deformation force on the membrane ring that overcomes
its bending stiffness. For mixed systems, we can further
distinguish between neutrophile “Nmono” flexocytes with
only one cluster (“mono-modal”) of pushing filaments at
the apical end, and neutrophile “Nbi” flexocytes with two
pushing clusters (“bi-modal”), a large (small) cluster at
the apical (dorsal) end, which together elongate the shape
and slow down the motion. Nbi-flexocyte-like cells with
two lamellipodia have been reported in populations of
slow-moving keratocytes [40].
We quantify flexocyte motility by the reduced (dimen-
sionless) center-of-mass velocity
v˜ =
vτ0
RmNrPe
. (14)
The velocity v is the instantaneous center-of-mass veloc-
ity, calculated over a time interval ∆t/τ0 = 0.02. It is
scaled by 1/(NrPe) that quantifies the maximum propul-
sion of a flexocyte when all filaments point in the same
direction. The shapes are characterized by the signed
asphericity
α = ± (λ1 − λ2)
2
(λ1 + λ2)2
, (15)
where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the gyration ten-
sor that correspond to the lengths of the long and short
axes, respectively. The asphericity is positive (negative)
for flexocytes where the long axis is oriented parallel (per-
pendicular) to the direction of motion.
The stationary shapes and motility of flexocytes are
dictated by the interplay of the active forces due to the
internal degrees of freedom, the conservative forces due
to membrane elasticity and area compressibility, and sub-
strate friction. Importantly, we find strong correlations
between emergent shape and motility of flexocytes, see
Fig. 2(c) and (d). The various types of flexocytes occupy
distinct, well-defined regions in a state diagram in which
instantaneous total propulsion force v˜γ˜S and asphericity
α are employed as main parameters [41]. The sign of the
asphericity α distinguishes between K-flexocytes, and all
other shapes. Flexocytes that are elongated parallel to
the direction of motion strongly vary in their motility.
Not surprisingly, F -flexocytes are the slowest, because
they have no polarity, and therefore mainly fluctuate
without directed translational motion. N -flexocytes are
polar, and indeed show a pronounced velocity. For mixed
systems, Nmono-flexocytes are slower than K-flexocytes,
but are found for larger values of v˜γ˜s because they are
stable at larger substrate frictions. Nbi-flexocytes are
found at smaller values of v˜γ˜s because their motility is
hindered by the cluster of pushing filaments at their dor-
sal end. For N -flexocytes of puller type, not all filaments
point in the direction of motion, which leads to reduced
velocities compared with K-flexocytes.
To study the motility of flexocytes in more detail, we
analyze center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes of mixed
type and of puller type for the same parameter values,
see Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. We characterize the
motility by the reduced mean squared displacement〈
(∆r˜(t))
2
〉
=
〈
(r(τ + t)− r(τ))2〉
(RmNrPe)
2 . (16)
As for other self-propelled agents that experience noise,
such as active Brownian particles, we expect to find pas-
sive diffusive motion at short times, active ballistic mo-
tion at intermediate times, and active diffusive motion
at long times [29, 42]. For typical K-flexocytes of puller
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Figure 2. Shape and motility. a) Flexocytes of mixed type: a F -flexocyte with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 16, Pe = 25, k˜A = 100,
γ˜s = 5, a K-flexocyte with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 40, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, a Nmono-flexocyte with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 40,
Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 10, a Nbi-flexocyte with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 10. b) Flexocytes with the
same parameters as in subfigure (a), but of puller type. c) Scatter plots for the product of flexocyte velocity and membrane-
substrate friction v˜γ˜s, and the signed asphericity α. The lines are guides to the eye. Flexocytes of mixed type with Nr = 16
to 128, Pe = 10 to 100, k˜A = 1 and 100, and γ˜s = 1 to 25. d) Same plot as in subfigure (c) but with flexocytes of puller
type. Fluctuating flexocytes (blue circles), keratocytes (orange squares), neutrophils with none or a single cluster of pushing
filaments (upward green triangles), and neutrophils with two clusters of pushing filaments (downward purple triangles) occupy
different parts of the phase space. The open black symbols correspond to the flexocytes shown in subfigures (a) and (b). See
movies M1-M7 in the supplementary material.
type, shown in Fig. 3(b), upon addition of pushing fila-
ments the trajectories become less persistent or circling,
and the shape can even change to N -flexocytes.
In general, F -flexocytes have the lowest MSD in the
considered range of delay times, followed byN -flexocytes,
and K-flexocytes, see Fig. 3(c), consistent with the
shape-motility diagrams in Figs. 2(c) and (d). For the
same parameters, selected flexocytes of mixed type and of
puller type show similar propulsion velocities, but differ-
ent persistence of their motion. The stable K1-flexocyte
of puller type shows very persistent ballistic motion. Ad-
ditional pushing filaments at the apical end act as a fluc-
tuating steering wheel that destabilises the direction of
motion. The K2-flexocyte of mixed type even shows cir-
7a
b
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Figure 3. Trajectories and mean-squared displacements MSDs. a) Center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes simulated for
1045 τ0; the starting point is marked by a blue dot. The upper row shows flexocytes of mixed type: F -flexocyte with Nr,push =
Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 10, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 25, a K-flexocyte (K1) with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 40, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, a K-flexocyte
(K2) with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 25, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, a Nbi-flexocyte with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 1,
γ˜s = 25, and Na-flexocyte with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 10. b) Center-of-mass trajectories for the
same parameters as the systems in subfigure (a), but for flexocytes of puller type. c) Center-of-mass MSDs of flexocytes
shown in subfigures (a) and (b). Solid lines represent flexocytes of mixed type, and dashed lines represent flexocytes of puller
type. The left column of the legend refers to flexocytes of mixed type, and the right column refers to flexocytes of puller
type. The black lines are guides to the eye showing ballistic MSD ∝ t2 and random walk-like MSD ∝ t relations. d) Reduced
velocities v˜ball = vballτ0/(RmNrPe), obtained from the ballistic regime, for different substrate frictions for flexocytes of mixed
type Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64 and of puller type Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 50 and 100, and k˜A = 1. The flexocyte shapes are indicated:
F -flexocytes (circles), K-flexocytes (squares), N and Nmono-flexocytes (upward triangles), and Nbi (downward triangles).
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Figure 4. Flexocytes at walls. a) Center-of-mass trajectories for various angles of incidence θi (θi is measured with respect
to the y-axis). Flexocyte shapes and orientations for θi = 88
o are indicated, with symbols refering to the position along the
trajectory. Flexocytes of mixed type with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 40, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1. b) Center-of-mass trajectories
for various angles of incidence θi. Flexocytes of puller type Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, and γ˜s = 1; flexocyte shapes and
orientations for θi = 88
o are indicated. c) Angles of reflection versus angle of incidence for flexocytes of puller type Nr,pull = 64,
Pe = 50 and various values of k˜A and θi. Solid lines indicate the angle of reflection θo,near just after the flexocytes have left
the wall, dashed lines indicate the angle of reflection θo,far after the flexocytes have relaxed to their new steady-state shape. d)
Time dependence of the signed asphericity of the flexocytes of puller type Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 50 and various values of k˜A and
θi. t = 0 coincides with the time when the vesicle first comes in contact with the wall. The points indicate the time when the
dorsal end leaves the wall. See movies M8-M11 in the SI.
cling motion, with periodic oscillations as characteristic
signature in the MSD; the superimposed linear increase
indicates an overall drift. Here, a dynamic instability
of the pushing filaments breaks the left-right symmetry;
the high number of pushing filaments and the motility-
induced alignment stabilize the asymmetric shape. The
K3-flexocyte, which in parameter space is close to N -
flexocytes, has an unstable dorsal end. Because the
pulling filaments may temporarily point in different di-
rections, the persistence of motion is strongly reduced.
N -flexocytes show less persistent motion than stable K-
flexocytes, because of decreased filament alignment and
flexocyte motility. However, in Nbi-flexocytes of mixed
type, pushing-filament clusters at the apical and the dor-
sal end stretch the flexocytes and increase their persis-
tence of motion. Thus, the Nbi-flexocyte has a longer
ballistic regime than the Nmono-flexocyte.
Figure 3(d) shows the effective propulsion force
v˜ballγ˜S extracted from the ballistic regime of the MSD,
〈(∆r˜)2〉 = v˜2ballt2, as function of γ˜S. For a simple self-
9propelled particle, v˜ballγ˜S is independent of the friction.
The dependence on membrane-substrate friction thus re-
flects the different internal organisation of the filaments
for the various shapes. Here, we briefly discuss the two
cases with a pronounced dependence on the friction co-
efficient, both for Pe = 50. For flexocytes of puller type,
K-flexocytes for small γ˜s are fast movers, because almost
all filaments are aligned with the direction of motion.
They become unstable and transform into slower N -
flexocytes with increasing membrane-substrate friction.
For flexocytes of mixed type, the emergent immediate
total propulsion force of the Nbi flexocyte interestingly
increases with increasing friction γ˜s. This is related to the
cluster formation from the random initial state, where a
slower deformation of the membrane results in a larger
apical/dorsal asymmetry in the pushing-filament distri-
bution.
FLEXOCYTES AT WALLS
The exposure of flexocytes to external forces and the
measurement of their response allows us to probe both
their internal architecture and their dynamic behavior.
We first consider the interaction of flexocytes with hard
walls and obstacles. The behavior of the two types of flex-
ocytes is fundamentally different in such an encounter.
Whereas K-flexocytes of mixed type get stuck at the
walls because of the accumulation of pushing filaments at
the apical end, see Fig. 4(a), those of puller type are re-
flected, see Fig. 4(b). Wall adhesion and reflection are ac-
companied by major shape changes of the K-flexocytes.
Flexocyte deformation thus links the angles of reflection
with the flexocyte elastic and active properties.
Directly after contact with a wall, K-flexocytes of
puller and mixed type elongate along their long axis (par-
allel to the wall). The symmetric state is unstable, be-
cause small fluctuations lead to a symmetry breaking,
which is amplified by the propulsion forces. For flex-
ocytes of puller type, the shapes subsequently become
round, both during reorientation and shortly after the
flexocytes detach from the wall. Finally, the flexocytes
recover their stationary shapes. To characterize this evo-
lution, we determine the reflection angle θo,near just after
detachment from the wall and the reflection angle θo,far
after complete shape relaxation, see Fig. 4(c), and the
time evolution of the asphericity α, see Fig. 4(d). All
trajectories are more tangential to the wall directly after
wall detachment compared with the angle of incidence,
i.e., θo,near < θi. Furthermore, for θi ≥ 30o, we find
θo,near ≈ 20o independent of the angle of incidence. The
reflection angles θo,far after shape relaxation are either
comparable to or larger than θo,near. For almost tangen-
tial impact with θi = 20
o, the flexocytes do not deform
much, as shown by a nearly constant asphericity, and are
almost specularly reflected.
Wall absoption and reflection depend on the flexocyte
elastic properties, see Fig. 4(c) and (d). Whereas the
qualitative behavior remains unchanged for varying the
compression modulus k˜A, both deflection angle and as-
phericity change quantitatively. The far-field angle θo,far
decreases with increasing k˜A, while the near-field angle
θo,far is hardly affected and nearly independent of the
angle of incidence for θi ≥ 30o. This implies that be-
cause the shapes become more circular, there is less inter-
nal reorganization after detachment from the wall. Cor-
respondingly, the shape deformation decreases with in-
creasing k˜A, as signalled by the reduced variation of the
asphericity. Although the initial flattening for normal im-
pact mimics the elastic deformation of a bouncing ball,
the microscopic mechanism is very different because the
flexocytes lack inertia; they deform due to the persistence
of the pulling-filament motion and their deformability.
FLEXOCYTES AT INTERFACES
Another interesting approach to study the response to
external perturbations is the motility on patterned sub-
strates. We focus here on friction interfaces, such that
the flexocytes move from an area of low friction to one
of high friction, or vice versa.
Figure 5 shows center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes
at such friction interfaces. The flexocytes are initialized
in their stationary shapes with their directions of mo-
tion oriented toward the interface. Trajectories for N -
flexocytes of mixed type are only slightly deflected, see
Figs. 5(a) and (b). Here, the pushing filaments at the
apical end prevent major shape deformations and there-
fore stabilize the direction of motion. Trajectories for
K-flexocytes of puller type can be strongly deflected, see
Figs. 5(c) and (d), because the delicate balance of pulling
and friction forces is disturbed at the interface, which
leads to strong deformations of the apical ends. This is
demonstrated also in Fig. 6(a), which quantifies deflec-
tion as a function of friction jump at the interface. For
almost normal angles of incidence, θi ≈ 90o, flexocytes of
mixed type, stabilizing pushing filaments can reduce the
deflection angle by a factor 1/3 compared to flexocytes
of puller type [43].
It is important to note that shape changes and trajec-
tories at friction interfaces break time-reversal symmetry,
i.e., the behavior from high to low friction is very differ-
ent than in the opposite direction. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 6(a) for initial K-flexocytes; for normal incidence
and increasing friction the trajectories can be strongly de-
flected, while for decreasing friction they remain nearly
perpendicular to the interface. However, trajectories can
also be strongly deflected for decreasing friction, in par-
ticular for small angles of incidence, see Fig. 6(b). For
θi . 30o, after impact the flexocyte attains a state of
motion along the interface with parts of its membrane
in both the large- and small-friction regions. Because
the membrane in the small-friction region moves faster,
the flexocyte settles in a persistent tank-treading mo-
tion, which stabilizes the motion along the interfaces and
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Figure 5. Center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes at friction interfaces. Flexocytes for various membrane frictions γ˜s and
angles of incidence θi. All flexocytes initially move in positive x direction. Selected simulation snapshots indicate instantaneous
shapes, with symbols showing corresponding locations on the trajectories. a) Flexocytes of mixed type, Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64,
Pe = 100 and k˜A = 100. Systems with angle of incidence θi ≈ 90o, friction γ˜s,l = 1 for x ≤ 0 and various frictions γ˜s,r > γ˜s,l
for x > 0. b) Flexocytes with the same parameters as in subfigure (a). Systems with γ˜s,l = 5 for x ≤ 0, γ˜s,r = 1 for x > 0,
and various θi. c) Data for the same parameters as in subfigure (a), but for flexocytes of puller type. d) Data for the same
parameters as in subfigure (b), but for flexocytes of puller type.
traps it there, see Fig. 5(d). Interestingly, for flexocytes
of puller type friction interfaces in both directions of im-
pact lead to a deflection toward motion parallel to the in-
terface. The dynamics of transient and persistent shape
changes is discussed in the Supplementary Information.
DISCUSSION
Responsive active particles can detect and process me-
chanical information of their environment and show com-
plex responses when they interact with obstacles. The
dynamical phases of our active vesicles with internal
self-propelled filaments are dictated by filament steric
interactions, membrane deformability, and membrane-
substrate friction. These flexocytes show feedback be-
tween their movement and shape, and are stimuli-sentive
to their environment. This is reminiscent of motile bio-
logical cells, where actin polymerization, contractile ac-
tomyosin structures, and membrane elasticity determine
both cell shape and motility [44, 45]. We show that flex-
ocytes, with pulling filaments at the dorsal end only, are
sufficient to mimic shapes and motility of biological cells.
This agrees well with the importance of pulling forces
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Figure 6. Deflection of trajectories at friction interfaces for various frictions γ˜s between the membrane and the substrate, and
angles of incidence θi. a) Deflection ∆θo versus substrate frictions γ˜sl and γ˜sr for normal angle of incidence θi ≈ 90o. Data for
flexocytes of mixed type Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 100, and corresponding data for flexocytes of puller type is
shown, averaged over 10 trajectories for each point. For the systems where γ˜sl = 1, γ˜sr varies and vice-versa. No data exists
for the flexocytes of mixed type for γ˜sl > γ˜sr and γ˜sl = 25. In this case the flexocytes show no broken symmetries which leads
to persistent motion and as such they do not cross the friction interface. b) Deflection ∆θo for various angles of incidence θi.
Analogous to (e), data averaged over 10 trajectores for γ˜sl = 1 and γ˜sr = 5, or γ˜sl = 5 and γ˜sr = 1, is shown. For positive ∆θ
the trajectories become more perpendicular to the interface, for negative ∆θ more parallel.
at the back of keratocytes that break symmetry sponta-
neously with myosin-driven actin flow preceding rear re-
traction [46]. Furthermore, for flexocytes of mixed type,
the directional fluctuations of the additional pushing fil-
aments at the apical end can destabilise the flexocyte
motion and lead to less ballistic motility compared with
flexocytes of puller type. The pushing filaments can even
cause circling motion, as has been observed for kerato-
cytes [13]. In C. elegans sperm cells, the alignment of
the pushing filaments in the lamellipodium is dictated by
the membrane tension; their persistence of the motion of
the cells increases with increased filament alignment at
higher tension [47].
Generic models of multi-component active agents elu-
cidate the common generic mechanisms and design prin-
ciples of responsive biological and engineered active sys-
tems. The spontaneous symmetry breaking and self-
organisation of the self-propelled filaments is key to the
dynamics in our model. Micropatterned structures can
be used to further characterize shape relaxation, motil-
ity, and internal feedback. We predict flexocytes of puller
type to be reflected by walls with a preferred reflec-
tion angle. This finding is very different from steady-
state accumulation of active Brownian particles at walls
[48, 49], and it can also not be expected for filament-
based cell-motility models that require a manually added
chemoattractant gradient or intracellular processes to
drive motility [19, 22]. It reflects the internal reor-
ganisation of the filaments and reproduces the behav-
ior of keratocytes at interfaces between adhesive and
passivated, microgrooved interfaces [50, 51]. Flexocytes
at friction interfaces experience transient and stationary
shape changes depending on their internal architecture.
The deformation and shape relaxation processes lead to
deflection of their trajectories. Our observations for flex-
ocytes of puller type qualitatively reproduce the changes
in shape and motility of keratocytes at interfaces between
substrates with various adhesion strengths [39]. The sim-
ulation results therefore predict an internal force distri-
bution based on observations of cells at interfaces be-
tween substrates.
Unlike most continuum models for biological cells that
do not consider noise, flexocytes allow the study of
correlations between steady-state shapes, persistence of
the trajectories, and force distributions on the mem-
brane. Thereby the simulations provide predictions for
cell shape-persistence of trajectory relationships that can
be tested in vitro for various cell types. Furthermore,
flexocytes predict–bulk or cortex-mediated–cytoskeletal
forces on the contact line for various classes of cell shapes.
Cytoskeletal organisation can thereby be related to bio-
logical function: epithelial cells that benefit from fast
movements for wound healing, such as keratocytes, are
pulled at the back where all forces point in the direc-
tion of movement, whereas cells that follow chemical sig-
nals, e.g. neutrophils that chase bacteria, are pushed and
steered at the front to minimise deflections of the trajec-
tories by mechanical changes of the substrate.
Our minimal model predicts how sensing capabilities
can be realized in engineered active-matter composite
agents and in soft microbots. Furthermore, it facili-
tates studies of the active properties of cells, such as an
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activity-induced tension and active fluctuations of cells
[52–54] and vesicles [55, 56]. Future work in the area of
cell motility may include more complex micropatterned
substrates [57], many-flexocyte simulations to study col-
lective behavior ranging from the circling observed in
small keratinocyte colonies [58] to wound healing [7], and
a coupling of mechanics and activity to biochemical re-
actions [59, 60]. In some biological cells, such as neu-
trophils, cytoskeletal filaments that exert strongly local-
ized forces on lipid-bilayer membranes lead to the for-
mation of sheet-like (lamellipodia) and tube-like (filopo-
dia) protrusions [61], whereas in other cells, such as ker-
atocytes, filopodia are absent. Simulations of vesicles
in three-dimensions, with two-dimensional membranes,
have been employed to study the interplay of cytoskele-
tal forces, protrusions, and cell motility. In soft robotics,
for systems with active driving forces versatility origi-
nates from materials that adjust to shapes and surface
properties of the objects that they interact with [62]. Fu-
ture work in the area of robotics may be based on active
agents in confinement, such as active colloidal particles
in emulsion droplets that have been proposed as model
system for cytoplasm on the microscale [63].
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S1. DEFLECTION AND SHAPE RELAXATION
AT FRICTION INTERFACES
The dynamics of transient and persistent shape
changes of flexocytes at friction interfaces reflects the in-
terplay of shape deformation and internal reorganization
of the filaments, see Fig. S1(a). K-flexocytes of puller
type flatten (∆α < 0) and elongate along their long axis
for a transition from a small-friction to a large-friction,
γ˜sl < γ˜sl, substrate because of the higher velocity at the
dorsal end compared with the apical end. Vice versa,
they round up for a transition from a large-friction to a
small-friction substrate because of the higher velocity at
the apical end compared with the dorsal end.
For a permanent change of the stationary flexocyte
shape between ”N” and ”K” the dynamics strongly dif-
fers for opposite friction changes, see Fig. S1(a). The
shape of an N -flexocyte remains almost unchanged un-
til the flexocyte has completely transitioned to the re-
gion with smaller substrate friction and decreases rapidly
once the pulling filaments reach the new friction region.
In contrast, a K-flexocyte that moves across an inter-
face from small to large friction first flattens (large nega-
tive asphericity) as soon as it touches the interface, then
elongates (peak of positive sphericity) to become an N -
flexocyte as it transitions into the large-friction region,
see Fig. S1(a). Because of the larger final friction, the
relaxation to the new final shape also lasts much longer
than for the opposite process.
Figure S1(b) shows the time ∆tinter needed for a flex-
ocyte to cross a friction interface for various conditions.
These times can be compared with a simple estimate
∆tinter = 2Rm(Nrγr‖ + nb(γsl + γsr)/2)/(Nr|Fp|) (1)
obtained for a circular shape with all filaments oriented
normal to the interface. The interface-crossing times ob-
tained in the simulations are typically longer than the
simple estimate. This results from smaller propulsion
velocities because not all filaments are aligned in the
direction of motion of the flexocyte, and from parts of
trajectories parallel to the interface. In particular for
N -flexocytes of mixed type, ∆tinter is significantly longer
than the estimate because only very few pulling filaments
point in the direction of motion, see Fig. 2 in the main
∗ c.abaurreavelasco@uu.nl; t.auth@fz-juelich.de; g.gompper@fz-
juelich.de
text. The sign of friction change also strongly affects the
time scale of shape relaxation. For motion from small to
large friction, the K-flexocyte first flattens as the apical
membrane reaches the interface and then slowly relaxes
to a more rounded shape of an N -flexocyte (for γ˜sr = 25)
as the apical part moves into the large-friction region. In
contrast, for motion from large to small substrate fric-
tion, the N -flexocyte shape remains almost unchanged
until the flexocyte has completely transitioned into the
small-friction region and then relaxes rapidly to a K-
flexocyte.
S2. SUPPLEMETARY DATA
Tables S1 and S2 contain parameter values and result-
ing shapes for the flexocytes presented in the scatter plots
in Figs. 2 (c) and (d).
S3. SUPPLEMETARY MOVIES
M1: F -flexocyte of mixed type with Nr, push =
Nr, pull = 16, Pe = 25, k˜A = 100, γ˜s = 5, and time
elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.5. The left side of the
video shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with at-
tached self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the
trajectory of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the
main text.
M2-A: K-flexocyte of mixed type with Nr, push =
Nr, pull = 40, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, and time elapsed
between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The left side of the video
shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached
self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajec-
tory of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main
text.
M2-B: K-flexocyte of mixed type with Nr, push =
Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 25, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, and time elapsed
between frames dt/τ0 = 0.5. The flexocytes performs cir-
cling motion. The left side of the video shows the dynam-
ics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-propelled
filaments, the right side shows the trajectory of the ring
center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main text.
M3: Nmono-flexocyte of mixed type with Nr, push =
Nr, pull = 40, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 10, and time elapsed
between frames dt/τ0 = 0.5. The left side of the video
shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached
self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajec-
tory of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main
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Figure S1. Flexocytes at friction interfaces. Dynamics and relaxation of shape changes for various substrate frictions γ˜sl, γ˜sr. a)
Time dependence of the signed asphericity α, where γ˜avg = (γ˜sl + γ˜sr)/2. Flexocytes of puller type with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64,
Pe = 100, k˜A = 100 for θi = 90
o and various γ˜s,l and γ˜s,r. t = 0 coincides with the time when the polymer ring first comes
in contact with the interface. The points indicate the time when the dorsal end crosses the interface. b) Time needed for
flexocytes to cross the friction interfaces ∆tinter versus substrate frictions γ˜sl and γ˜sr for normal angle of incidence θi ≈ 90o.
Flexocytes of mixed type with Nr,push = Nr,pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 100, and corresponding data for flexocytes of puller type.
Systems where γ˜sl = 1, γ˜sr varies and vice-versa. No data exists for the flexocytes of mixed type for γ˜sl > γ˜sr and γ˜s = 25.
Theoretical curves are indicated by black dashed lines. See movies M12 to M15.
text.
M4: Nbi-flexocyte of mixed type with Nr, push =
Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 100, γ˜s = 1, and time
elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.05. The left side of the
video shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with at-
tached self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the
trajectory of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the
main text.
M5: F -flexocyte of puller type with Nr, pull = 16,
Pe = 25, k˜A = 100, γ˜s = 5, and time elapsed between
frames dt/τ0 = 0.25. The left side of the video shows
the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-
propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajectory
of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main text.
M6: K-flexocyte of puller type with Nr, pull = 40,
Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1, and time elapsed between
frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The left side of the video shows
the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-
propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajectory
of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main text.
M7: N -flexocyte of puller type with Nr, pull = 64,
Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 5, and time elapsed between
frames dt/τ0 = 0.25. The left side of the video shows
the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-
propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajectory
of the ring center-of-mass, see Fig. 2 in the main text.
M8: Flexocyte interacting with a wall. K-flexocyte of
mixed type with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100,
k˜A = 100, γ˜s = 1, and time elapsed between frames
dt/τ0 = 0.1. The wall is placed at x = 8Rm, the angle of
incidence is θi ≈ 90o with respect to the y-axis. The left
side of the video shows the dynamics of the semiflexible
ring with attached self-propelled filaments, the right side
shows the trajectory of the ring center-of-mass. The flex-
ocyte meets the wall it deforms and it stays at the wall,
see Fig. 4 in the main text.
M9: Flexocyte interacting with a wall. K-flexocytes
of mixed type with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100,
k˜A = 100, γ˜s = 1, and time elapsed between frames
dt/τ0 = 0.1. The wall is placed at x = 8Rm, the angle of
incidence is θi ≈ 20o with respect to the y-axis. The left
side of the video shows the dynamics of the semiflexible
ring with attached self-propelled filaments, the right side
shows the trajectory of the ring center-of-mass. The flex-
ocyte meets the wall it deforms and it stays at the wall,
see Fig. 4 in the main text.
M10: Flexocyte interacting with a wall. K-flexocyte
of puller type with Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1,
and time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The wall
is placed at x = 8Rm, the angle of incidence is θi ≈ 90o
with respect to the y-axis. The left side of the video
shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached
self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajec-
tory of the ring center-of-mass. The flexocyte meets the
wall it deforms the filaments reorient and the flexocyte is
reflected at a referred angle, see Fig. 4 in the main text.
M11: Flexocyte interacting with a wall. K-flexocyte
of puller type with Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 50, k˜A = 1, γ˜s = 1,
and time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The wall
3is placed at x = 8Rm, the angle of incidence is θii ≈ 20o
with respect to the y-axis. The left side of the video
shows the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached
self-propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajec-
tory of the ring center-of-mass. The flexocyte meets the
wall it deforms the filaments reorient and the flexocyte is
reflected at a referred angle, see Fig. 4 in the main text.
M12: Flexocyte at a friction interface. Nbi-flexocytes
of mixed type with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100,
k˜A = 100 and time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1.
The interface is placed at xint = 3.5Rm, the white region,
x < xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sl = 1, and the gray
region, x > xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sr = 25. The
flexocyte is initialized as a neutrophil with two cluster
of pushing filaments facing the interface with an angle
of incidence θi ≈ 90o. The left side of the video shows
the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-
propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajectory
of the ring center-of-mass. The change in friction causes
small transient changes in shape which lead to a reori-
entation of the filaments and a small deflection of the
trajectory, see Fig. 5 in the main text.
M13: Flexocyte at a friction interface. Nbi-flexocytes
of mixed type with Nr, push = Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100,
k˜A = 100 and time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1.
The interface is placed at xint = 3.5Rm, the gray region,
x < xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sl = 5, and the white
region, x > xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sr = 1. The
flexocyte is initialized as a neutrophil with two cluster
of pushing filaments facing the interface with an angle
of incidence θi ≈ 30o. The left side of the video shows
the dynamics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-
propelled filaments, the right side shows the trajectory
of the ring center-of-mass. The change in friction causes
small transient changes in shape which lead to a reori-
entation of the filaments and a small deflection of the
trajectory, see Fig. 5 in the main text.
M14: Flexocyte at a friction interface. K-flexocytes
of puller type wi Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 100 and
time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The interface
is placed at xint = 3.5Rm, the white region, x < xint,
has a substrate friction γ˜sl = 1, and the gray region,
x > xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sr = 25. The flexocyte
is initialized as a neutrophil with two cluster of pushing
filaments facing the interface with an angle of incidence
θi ≈ 90o. The left side of the video shows the dynam-
ics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-propelled
filaments, the right side shows the trajectory of the ring
center-of-mass. The change in friction causes transient
and permanent shape changes, from a K-flexocytes to a
N -flexocyte, which leads to a big deflection of the trajec-
tory, see Fig. 5 in the main text.
M15: Flexocyte at a friction interface. K-flexocytes
of puller type with Nr, pull = 64, Pe = 100, k˜A = 100
and time elapsed between frames dt/τ0 = 0.1. The inter-
face is placed at xint = 3.5Rm, the gray region, x < xint,
has a substrate friction γ˜sl = 5, and the white region,
x > xint, has a substrate friction γ˜sr = 1. The flexocyte
is initialized as a neutrophil with two cluster of pushing
filaments facing the interface with an angle of incidence
θi ≈ 30o. The left side of the video shows the dynam-
ics of the semiflexible ring with attached self-propelled
filaments, the right side shows the trajectory of the ring
center-of-mass. The change in friction leads to a counter-
clockwise tank treading of the semiflexible ring, which in
turn orients the flexocyte parallel to the interface, see
Fig. 5 in the main text.
4Table S1. Parameters for flexocytes of mixed type shown in Fig. 2 (c). For all the systems κ˜ = 2 and k˜S = 1000.
k˜A γ˜s Nr,push Nr,pull Pe Flexocyte type k˜A γ˜s Nr,push Nr,pull Pe Flexocyte type
1 1 16 16 10 K 100 1 16 16 10 K
1 1 16 16 25 Nbi 100 1 16 16 25 K
1 1 16 16 50 K 100 1 16 16 50 K
1 1 16 16 100 K 100 1 16 16 100 K
1 1 40 40 10 K 100 1 40 40 10 K
1 1 40 40 25 Nbi 100 1 40 40 25 K
1 1 40 40 50 K 100 1 40 40 50 K
1 1 40 40 100 Nbi 100 1 40 40 100 K
1 1 64 64 10 K 100 1 64 64 10 K
1 1 64 64 25 Nbi 100 1 64 64 25 Nbi
1 1 64 64 50 Nbi 100 1 64 64 50 F
1 1 64 64 100 Nbi 100 1 64 64 100 Nbi
1 5 16 16 10 F 100 5 16 16 10 F/Nbi
1 5 16 16 25 Nmono 100 5 16 16 25 F
1 5 16 16 50 Nmono 100 5 16 16 50 K
1 5 16 16 100 K 100 5 16 16 100 K
1 5 40 40 10 Nmono 100 5 40 40 10 F/Nbi
1 5 40 40 25 Nmono 100 5 40 40 25 Nmono
1 5 40 40 50 Nmono 100 5 40 40 50 Nmono
1 5 40 40 100 Nmono 100 5 40 40 100 Nbi
1 5 64 64 10 Nbi 100 5 64 64 10 K
1 5 64 64 25 Nbi 100 5 64 64 25 Nmono
1 5 64 64 50 Nbi 100 5 64 64 50 Nbi
1 5 64 64 100 Nbi 100 5 64 64 100 Nbi
1 10 16 16 10 F/Nbi 100 10 16 16 10 F
1 10 16 16 25 Nbi 100 10 16 16 25 Nbi
1 10 16 16 50 Nmono 100 10 16 16 50 F
1 10 16 16 100 Nmono 100 10 16 16 100 K
1 10 40 40 10 F/Nbi 100 10 40 40 10 F
1 10 40 40 25 Nbi 100 10 40 40 25 Nbi
1 10 40 40 50 Nmono 100 10 40 40 50 Nmono
1 10 40 40 100 Nbi 100 10 40 40 100 Nmono
1 10 64 64 10 Nbi 100 10 64 40 10 F
1 10 64 64 25 Nbi 100 10 64 40 25 Nbi
1 10 64 64 50 Nbi 100 10 64 40 50 Nmono
1 10 64 64 100 Nbi 100 10 64 40 100 Nbi
1 25 16 16 10 F/Nbi 100 25 16 16 10 F/Nmono
1 25 16 16 25 Nmono 100 25 16 16 25 Nmono
1 25 16 16 50 Nmono 100 25 16 16 50 Nmono
1 25 16 16 100 Nmono 100 25 16 16 100 Nmono
1 25 40 40 10 F/Nbi 100 25 40 40 10 F/Nmono
1 25 40 40 25 Nmono 100 25 40 40 25 Nmono
1 25 40 40 50 Nmono 100 25 40 40 50 Nmono
1 25 40 40 100 Nmono 100 25 40 40 100 Nmono
1 25 64 64 10 F 100 25 64 64 10 K
1 25 64 64 25 Nbi 100 25 64 64 25 Nmono
1 25 64 64 50 Nmono 100 25 64 64 50 Nbi
1 25 64 64 100 Nbi 100 25 64 64 100 F
5Table S2. Parameters for flexocytes of puller type shown in Fig. 2 (d). For all the systems κ˜ = 2 and k˜S = 1000.
k˜A γ˜s Nr,push Nr,pull Pe Flexocyte type k˜A γ˜s Nr,push Nr,pull Pe Flexocyte type
1 1 - 16 10 F 100 1 - 16 10 F
1 1 - 16 25 F/K 100 1 - 16 25 K
1 1 - 16 50 K 100 1 - 16 50 K
1 1 - 16 100 K 100 1 - 16 100 K
1 1 - 40 10 F 100 1 - 40 10 K
1 1 - 40 25 K 100 1 - 40 25 K
1 1 - 40 50 K 100 1 - 40 50 K
1 1 - 40 100 K 100 1 - 40 100 K
1 1 - 64 10 F 100 1 - 64 10 F
1 1 - 64 25 K 100 1 - 64 25 K
1 1 - 64 50 K 100 1 - 64 50 K
1 1 - 64 100 K 100 1 - 64 100 K
1 5 - 16 10 F 100 5 - 16 10 F
1 5 - 16 25 F 100 5 - 16 25 F
1 5 - 16 50 F/K 100 5 - 16 50 K
1 5 - 16 100 K 100 5 - 16 100 K
1 5 - 40 10 F 100 5 - 40 10 F
1 5 - 40 25 F 100 5 - 40 25 F
1 5 - 40 50 K 100 5 - 40 50 K
1 5 - 40 100 N 100 5 - 40 100 K
1 5 - 64 10 F 100 5 - 64 10 F
1 5 - 64 25 F 100 5 - 64 25 F
1 5 - 64 50 N 100 5 - 64 50 K
1 5 - 64 100 N 100 5 - 64 100 K
1 10 - 16 10 F 100 10 - 16 10 F
1 10 - 16 25 F 100 10 - 16 25 F
1 10 - 16 50 F 100 10 - 16 50 F
1 10 - 16 100 F 100 10 - 16 100 K
1 10 - 40 10 F 100 10 - 40 10 F
1 10 - 40 25 F 100 10 - 40 25 F
1 10 - 40 50 F 100 10 - 40 50 F
1 10 - 40 100 N 100 10 - 40 100 K
1 10 - 64 10 F 100 10 - 40 10 F
1 10 - 64 25 F 100 10 - 40 25 F
1 10 - 64 50 N 100 10 - 40 50 N
1 10 - 64 100 N 100 10 - 40 100 K
1 25 - 16 10 F 100 25 - 16 10 F
1 25 - 16 25 F 100 25 - 16 25 F
1 25 - 16 50 F 100 25 - 16 50 F
1 25 - 16 100 F 100 25 - 16 100 F
1 25 - 40 10 F 100 25 - 40 10 F
1 25 - 40 25 F 100 25 - 40 25 F
1 25 - 40 50 F 100 25 - 40 50 F
1 25 - 40 100 F 100 25 - 40 100 F
1 25 - 64 10 F 100 25 - 64 10 F
1 25 - 64 25 F 100 25 - 64 25 F
1 25 - 64 50 F 100 25 - 64 50 F
1 25 - 64 100 F 100 25 - 64 100 F
